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Abstract
There are many vernacular regions throughout the United States.
The South is a vernacular region with a culture unlike any other

area in the country. In particular, the food culture is very distinct to
this area. From barbeque to tamales the South contains the

highest concentration of resaturants themed after these categories.
This research project focuses on the Mississippi Delta and

consists of data containing these concentrations and comparing
them from region to region. With this data, maps were made to
display each specific cuisine to their respective regions.

The resulting maps can be used not only for tourism but economic
analysis as well.
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Methods
The data for barbeque and tamale restaurants were collected
from counties within the Delta with the use of google maps. The
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addresses of each restaurant were organized on an excel spread
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sheet and were then geo-coded into a data base that was taken into
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ArcMap. In Arcmap the databases were joined to respective
Mississippi counties where a count was created of how many of
each restaurant fell into the counties of the Mississippi Delta.
With the sum of the restaurants, dot maps were created to show
the different concentrations. From there, kriging was done to
better display and explain the data.

Mississippi Delta
The Missisissippi Delta is a distinct region in the northwest area
in the state of Missisissippi. It is called a delta but is actually part
of an alluvial plain and is not a delta. The delta is said to start
in the lobby of the Peabody Hotel in Memphis, TN and ends
in Vicksburg, Mississippi. This region of Mississippi is quite
different then the rest of state because it is an unusually flat area.
It also is an agricultural hearth because it contains some of the
most fertile soils in the world. The Delta is one of the biggest
cotton producers in the United
States and was once the largest
slave-owning areas before the
Civil War. There are 17
counties that are included in the
Mississippi Delta. Major cities
in the Delta include Greenwood,
Vicksburg, Claksdale, Indianola
and Greenville. The Delta is
associated with distinct
cultural features such as music
and food.

An example of the interesting
and unique names of barbeque
sauce.

Many times regions are defined by foodways. The Mississippi

Another strong food tradition in the Mississippi Delta is tamales.

Delta is a region with distinct concentrations of both barbeque

This traditional Mexican dish made its way into the Delta in the

and tamale themed restaurants. The map shown above is a simple

1800’s and has been a mainstay ever since. The map above shows

kriging map of the distribution of barbeque restaurants in and

the concentration of tamale restaurants in the Delta. Like the bar-

around the delta. Cities including Greenwood and Jackson, Mis-

beque distributions, tamale restaurants are abundant in areas with

sissippi have some of the highest concentrations in the Delta.

larger populations such as Greenwood and Jackson, Mississippi.
Tamales being purchased by a local.

The map on the right is a dot map displaying the
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concentrations of barbeque restaurants in and

representation of the clustering

around the Mississippi Delta. There are high

of tamale restaurants in the

amounts of restaurants around the more popu-

Delta.The dot map is a support

lated areas of the Delta namely Greenwood

map of the simple kriging map

and Jackson. Jackson technically falls outside

found above and further explains

of the Delta but contains the largest distribu-

the different dispensations of

tion of barbeque restaurants so it is included in

tamale themed restaurants.

this research.
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Interstate BBQ is a famous restaurant in
Memphis, Tennessee
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Tamales are cooked in cornhusks. They consist
of a variety of different meats but are usually
made with pork.
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Conclusion
The research that has been conducted for this project consists of counts of places offerings the two different restaurant themes to help define the regions food ways.
Jackson, Mississippi falls outside of the Delta but is important to be displayed in the maps provided. Many of the higher concentrations fell in or around Jackson due
to the fact that it is the capital city and holds a large population in relation to the other cities in Mississippi.
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